ANALOG ALARM CLOCK

Functions
Mechanical wall mountable, shunk fit detachable battery operated alarm clock.

Technical Specification
• Operation voltage: 3V DC
• Alarm Function: 30 min long play
• Clock Movement: Quartz clock skip slim round movement
• Battery: LR44, 2 nos
• Suitable for mounting on inflammable surface ▽
• Impact protection IK 02
• Class III appliance △

Special Features
• Wall mountable
• Shunk fit in enclosure
• Push to draw out mechanism for detaching from enclosure
• Radium dial
• Front switch to ON/OFF alarm

Nomenclature and Marking
GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.

Example of Use

Exploded View for Battery insertion

Wiring diagram

Front and side view showing the over all dimensions in mm